Spacer for increasing the focal distance

Projector was designed with integral extension tube to make all lenses focus at a shorter distance than inscribed on the lens focus ring because most projection distances are fairly short. To increase the focal distance a spacer ring is needed. The spacer is recommended when working distances of greater than 2 meters are needed.

Tools: small screwdriver or tweezers

Removal of Retaining Ring
Screwdriver or Tweezers to remove retaining ring. Retaining Ring will turn Clockwise to install and Counter-Clockwise to remove. There are 2 small holes and 2 slots in ring to install/remove.

Arrangement of Retainer Ring, Patterns and Spacer.
Retainer Ring on top holding pattern and spacer.
Pattern
Spacer Ring (Rubber) Add this ring under the pattern!
Master Retainer Ring located in base of Projector. DO NOT REMOVE!